SETTIMA MECCANICA

PRODUCTS

Settima, through 30-years of experience, has reached more than 1 million screw pumps installations all over the world. Settima, with a 4.500 sqm production site, manufactures hydraulic three screw pumps for industrial application and the innovative **Continuum®** pump (internationally patented). **Continuum®** is a special helical rotor pump for high pressure with very low acoustic emissions and pulsations. It is the only one on the market completely NO NOISE, capable to eliminate acoustic pollution. It represents the first perfect solution in those applications where low acoustic emissions are necessary. Settima, due to its high technology know how, has gained numerous international patents, which makes the company highly appreciated in all industrial sectors. Settima is constantly focusing on the availability of the most innovative raw materials, the high quality of production is ensured by using high quality machines tools and a precise quality testing activity controls all final production. Settima has a well-structured sales network touching all of the four continents, but the production core is deeply established in Italy.


Managing Director: Pierpaolo Cagnani

Other information
Settima sells the entire production all over the world through a worldwide sales and service network.
CONTINUUM® Series - Helical Rotor pump for high pressure (up to 300 bar) no noise and low pulsations applications, suitable for a wide range of sectors. A silent work environment is safer and more productive.

CONTINUUM® pump advantages: noise emissions reduction of an average of 20% than its competitors; no need for noise reduction measures, saving costs; interchangeability with all external and internal gear pumps.

The revolutionary no noise CONTINUUM® concept is based on several breakthroughs, among which the innovative rotors profile and inner force balancing. The special CONTINUUM® design is patented in many countries.